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Abstract 

We introduce dk an extension of the action descrip- 
tion language A (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1993) to handle 
actions which affect knowledge. We use sensing ac- 
tions to increase an agent’s knowledge of the world 
and non-determinis tic actions to remove knowledge. 
We include complex plans involving conditionals and 
loops in our query language for hypothetical reason- 
ing. Finally, we present a translation of descriptions 
in dk to epistemic logic programs. 

Introduction 
The action description language A was designed as a 
minimal core of a high level language to represent and 
reason about actions and their effects. Extensions of 
A have been developed to study and reason about the 
concurrent execution of actions, the non-deterministic 
effects of some actions and to study many instances of 
the qualification, ramification and frame problems. 

In this paper, we propose a new action description 
language called ,4k. dk is a minimal extension of A to 
handle sensing actions. A sensing action is an action 
that does not have any effect in the world. Instead, 
a sensing action will increase the agent’s knowledge 
about the current state of the world. We also con- 
sider actions with non-deterministic effects since these 
actions may cause the agent to lose knowledge.2 

It has been shown that sensing actions give an agent 
the ability to reason about complex plans that include 
conditionals and iterations (Levesque 1996). We will 
show how we can extend the query language of A to 
prove properties of complex plans in dk. We will also 
show how, similar to d domains, domain descriptions 
in & can be translated into logic programs. Because 
of our manipulation of knowledge, our translation will 
be into epistemic logic programs (Gelfond 1994). 

*Partially funded by Argonne National Laboratory un- 
der Contract No. 963042401 

’ Copyright 01997, American Association for Artificial 
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. 

21f we assume that time or errors do not affect the mem- 
ory of the agent. 
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We will start with the description of the syntax and 
semantics of the deterministic part of dk. Then, we 
will introduce the query language for verifying proper- 
ties of complex plans. Next, we will extend dk with 
non-deterministic actions and present the translation 
into epistemic logic programs. Finally, we will discuss 
the relation to other work and present some concluding 
remarks. 

Syntax of dk 
The language of Al, consists of two non-empty disjoint 
sets of symbols F effluents and A of actions. The set A 
consists of two disjoint sets of actions, sensing actions 
and non-sensing actions. Generic elements from F will 
be denoted by f, possibly indexed. Generic elements 
from A will be denoted by a possibly indexed too. A 
fluent literal is an element from the set of fluents that 
are possibly preceded by a 1 sign. A fluent literal is 
negative when preceded by 1, otherwise it is positive. 
There are two kinds of propositions in dk, object ef- 
feet propositions and value propositions. Object effect 
propositions are expressions of the form 

a causes f if p (1) 

where CJ is a non-sensing action, f a fluent literal, and cp 
a propositional formula built using fluent literals. This 
proposition intuitively means that in a situation where 
cp is true the execution of a causes f to become true. 

A value proposition is an expression of the form 

initially cp (2) 
where cp is a formula. Value propositions describe the 
initial knowledge the agent has about the world. 

There are also knowledge laws. Knowledge laws are 
expressions of the form 

a causes to know f if p (3) 

where a is a sensing action, f is a fluent and ‘p a formula 
as in (1). Intuitively, this proposition says that in a 
situation where cp is true, the execution of a causes the 
agent to realize the current value off in the world. We 
do not allow sensing actions to occur in object effect 
propositions. 
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At this point, we should remark that we are assum- We will say that a fluent f is true (or holds) in a 
ing the agent may have incomplete but always correct state cr iff f E B. A fluent f is false (or does not hold) 
knowledge about the world. Propositions and laws in 
As describe how the knowledge of the agent changes. 
If these changes are the result of propositions like (l), 
we assume that the effects in the world would be the 
same as if the world were in a state where cp was true. 

If y3 is a tautology in (1) or (3) we will write the 
propositions as 

C-J causes f; and Q causes to know f 

A collection of the above 
called a domain description. 

(4) 
propositions and laws is 

in a state CT iff f 4 (T. For more complex formulas, 
their truth value can be recursively defined as usual. 
A formula is true in a situation if it is true in every state 
in the situation; it is false if it is false in every state of 
the situation; otherwise its truth value is U&ZOU~~. A 
situation is consistent if it is non-empty; otherwise it is 
inconsistent. An epistemic state is inconsistent if it is 
empty or contains an inconsistent situation; otherwise 
it is consistent. 

Example 1 A robot is instructed to replace the halo- 
gen bulb of lamp and it needs to find a sequence of 
actions to complete the task without burning out it- 
s circuits. Assume that its world is described by the 
following domain description. 

rl : initially TburnOut 
r2 : initiallly YbulbFixd 

Dl 
r3 : changeBulb causes burnout if swtchOn 
rq : changeBulb causes bulbFixd if -swtchOn 
rg : turnswtch causes swtchOn if -swtchOn 
re : turnswtch causes YswtchOn if swtchOn 

It follows from D1 that in the initial state the robot 
does not know the state of the switch in the lamp. 
The robot is at risk of being burned out if the action 
changeBulb is executed. The robot must first check 
the state of the switch. This can be described with a 
knowledge law such as: 
r7 : checkSwtch causes to know swtchOn if 
-burnout 
Sensing gives the robot that extra knowledge it would 
need to accomplish the task without burning out and 
provides a branching point in its hypothetical reason- 
ing. If the switch is on, it will turn the switch and 
replace the bulb. If the switch is off, it will directly 
replace the bulb. Cl 

Semantics of Al, 
The semantics of & must describe how knowledge 
changes according to the effects defined by a domain 
description. We will represent the knowledge of an a- 
gent by a set of worlds in which the agent believes it 
can be. We call these worlds situ&ions and a collec- 
tion of worlds an epistemic state. A situation, since it 
could be an incomplete description of the world, will 
be represented by a collection of sets of fluents. A set 
of fluents will be called a state. If a formula is true in 
an epistemic state of an agent (to be defined later), we 
assume it means that the agent knows the formula is 
true in the real world. Epistemic states will also allow 
us to distinguish when the agent only knows that the 
formula fi V f2 is true as opposed to knowing that fi 
is true or knowing that f2 is true.3 

3 Note the similarity with a collection of beliefs in (Gel- 
fond 1994). 

Interpretations for Al, are functions that map pairs 
of actions and situations into situations. To define 
when an interpretation models a domain description, 
we will define an auxiliary function that will inter- 
pret the effect of actions at the state level. Hence, 
O-interpretations are functions that map an action and 
state into state. A O-interpretation @e is a O-model of 
a domain description D iff for every state Q 

I. For a fluent f of any effect proposition of the form “u 
causes f if cp” in D, the fluent f holds in @c (a, a) 
if its formula cp holds in 0, 

2. For a fluent literal lf of any effect proposition of 
the form “a causes 1 f if $’ in D, the fluent f does 
not hold in @c(a, a) if its formula cp holds in (r, 

3. For a fluent f, if there are no effect propositions of 
the above types, then f E Qc(a,a) if and only if 
f E 0. 

Before we define when an interpretation @ is a model 
of a domain description D, we need the following defi- 
nitions that will allow us to interpret knowledge laws. 

ition 2 A state (T is called an initial state of a 
D iff for every value proposition of 
#’ in D, cp is true in CT. The initial 
the the set of all the initial states 

of D. 

Sensing of an unknown fluent f will split a situation 
into situations where the fluent is known if the precon- 
dition cp of the action holds.4 This is stated below. 

efinition 3 When the formula is true, the fluent’s 
value will be known. Let C be a consistent situation, 
f a fluent and cp a propositional formula. A consistent 
situation C’ is “f, cp-compatible” with C iff C’ = C 
whenever f is either true or false in C; otherwise C’ 
must satisfy one of the following conditions: 

1. C’ = {U E C 1 ‘p is not true in a} 
2. C’ = {a E C 1 ‘p is true in 6, f # a} 
3. C’ = (a E C 1 cp is true in 0, f E a} 

efinition 4 Given an interpretation @ of dk, fD is a 
model of a domain description D, if and only if for any 
consistent situation C. 

*Unknown preconditions are also learned during sensing. 
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1. There exists a O-model @o of D, such that for any 
non-sensing action a , @(a, C> = U {Qeo(a, 4). 

UEE 
2. For each sensing action a, Let 

a causes to know fl if ‘p1 

a causes to know fn X pn 
be all the knowledge laws in which a occurs. Then, 
@(a, C) must be consistent and if n = 0, @(a, C) = C 
otherwise @(a, C) = ni,r,..,l Ci, such that each Ci 
is a situation f-i, ‘pi - compatible with C. 

@(a, C) = 0 for any action a if C = 0. 

Example 5 Assume that when an agent assigned to 
clean white-boards looks into a room(denoted by lM& 
712) it will know whether the white-board in that room 
is clean(denoted by bdCl). It will also learn whether 
it is raining outside(denoted by r&s) if the curtains 
in the room are open( denoted by et Op) . We assume 
that because of building policy, the agent will initially 
know that the lights of the room will be on(denoted by 
ItOn) and that the curtains of the room will be open. 
A simple domain description for this situation will be: 

~1 : initially ct Op 

02 
r2 : initially 1tOn 
r3 : IknRm causes to know rnOs if ctOp 
r4 : 1knRm causes to know bdC1 if 1tOn 

The initial situation CO of 02 has four states. 

CO = ((ctOp, ItOn), (rnOs, ctOp, ItOn), 
(bdC1, ctOp, ItOn), (rnOs, bdC1, ctOp, %tOn)) 

There is only one action in 02, and any model of Ip2, 
given the initial situation CO, may behave in one of the 
following forms: 

Ql(lknRm, CO) = ((ctOp, 1tOn)) 
$(lknRm, CO) = ((rnOs, ctOp, ItOn)) 
@s(lknRm, CO) = ((bdC1, ctOp, ItOn)) 
@4(lknRm, CO) = ((rnOs, bdC1, ctOp, 1tOn)) 

Models may differ in how they behave when they are 
applied to situations different than CO, but for Cc they 
must be equal to one of the Qpi. To verify that each of 
the @pd can be a partial description of a model of r3 and 
r-4, let 
Cl = ((ctOp, ltOn), (bdC1, ctOp, ItOn)) 
C2 = ((rnOs, ctOp, ItOn), (rnOs, bdC1, ctOp, 1tOn)) 
C3 = ((ctOp, ltOn), (rnOs, ctOp, ItOn)) 
C4 = ((b&Cl, ctOp, ItOn), (rnOs, bdC1, ctOp, 1tOn)) 

Note that Cl and C2 are rnOs, ctOpcompatible with 
Co, Cs and II.4 are bdC1, ltOn-compatible with CO, and 

@l(lknRm, CO) = Cl 17 C3 
@z(lknRm, CO) = C2 I-I C3 
Qes(lknRm, CO) = Cl (I C4 
@d(lknRm, CO) = C2 f7 C4 0 

In A (Gelfond & Lifschitz I.99 queries are of the form 

palfter[al,...,a,] K-9 

The answer to this query will be yes (or true) in a do- 
main D if for every model Q of D the formula ‘p is 
true in the situation @(a,, @(an-l,. . .@(a,, CO). . s)), 
i.e. the situation that results after the execution of 

a, from the initial situation. The answer will 
Z3’,b;h cp is false in @(an, @(an-l, . . . @(al, CO) . . s)) for 
every model Q of D. Otherwise the answer will be un- 
known. With this notion we can define an entailment 
relation between domain descriptions and queries. We 
say that a domain D entails a query Q, denoted by 
D k Q, if the er for & in D is yes. For example, 
if we add hit swtchOn to DI, it can be easily 
shown that 

D1 j= BulbFixd after [turnswtch, changeBulb] 
However, from the original D1 (even including ~7) 
there is no sequence of actions cy such that D1 b 
bulbFixd after (Y. The inferences from D1 are condi- 
tioned to the output of the sensing action: if the switch 
is on then the sequence [turnSwtch,changeBulb] will 
cause the light to be fixed, else the single action 
[changeBulb] will fix it. Reasoning in the presence 
of sensing actions requires the projections to be over 
plans more complex than a simple sequence of actions. 
We recursively define a plan as follows, 

1. An action is a plan. 

2. If crl and 1y2 are plans then the sequence CY~, ~32 is a 
plan. 

3. If p is a formula and o1 and CQ are plans then 
if ‘p then o1 ellse cog and if cp then or are 
(conditional) plans. 

4. If p is a formula and o. is a plan then w 
is also a (routine) plan. 

5. Nothing else is a plan. 

Now we redefine a query to be a sentence of the form 

p after [a] (6) 

Where ‘p is a formula and CY a plan. Now we can ask 
if D1 entails the query 

bulbFixd after [checkswtch, 
if TswtchOn then changeBulb 

else [turnswtch, changeBulb]]. 
The evaluation of a plan is defined in terms of interpre- 
tations. We define a new function that takes a plan and 
a situation and returns the situation that may result 
after the execution of the plan. We adapt the denota- 
tional semantics of conditionals and while loops from 
conventional programming languages to define the e- 
valuation function of plans. We will start by defining 
a collection of continuous transformations of functions 
that map situations into situations. Let E be the set 
of all situations and P = {f 1 f : 5 -+ t? ). 
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D&mzitio~lh 6 Let cy be a plan and F E P. Let cp be a 
formula. Then, we define the function F&, : P ---) P 
such that for any function f E P, 

J-:,,,(f)(~) = 
1 

jjTF(a, C)) 
if cp is false in C 
if ‘p is true in C 
otherwise 

Let fr , f2 E P. We say that fr 5 f2 if and only if for 
any C E E if fr(C) # 8, then fr(C) = ~=J(C). < is 
a complete semi-lattice and the transformations ?$‘V 
are continuous. We will denote the bottom element by 
fg . (i.e. the function which output is always the empty 
situation). 
Hence, we can define the powers of Fz,P as follows: 

1. FJ& T 0 = f(& 

2. -7&(p t ft-4 + 1 = F~JFJ& t n). 

3. c,(p t w = U{C,,(p t n I 7-4 5 4. 
Note the least fix-point of Fz,P is defined by item (3).!j 

efiraitiorn 7 The plan evaluation function II’@ of an 
terpretation @ is a function such that for any situa- 

tion C 

1. l?*(a, C) = @(a, C) for any action ca. 
2. ~~([~1,~21,~) = h4~2,~&%~)). 

(if p&hem. a,C)= 
l?a(cu, C) if cp is true in C 

f 
if ‘p is false in C 
otherwise 

en al eke a2,C) = 
lr+(al, C) if cp is true in C 
k~(a.2, C) if cp is false in C 
8 otherwise 

We will present an example of routines in the next sec- 
tion after we introduce actions that remove knowledge. 

nowledge 
.A non-deterministic acti 
outcome cannot be predicted beforehand as with the 
toss of a coin. Once the action toss occurs, we no 
longer know whether heads or tails will show. Non- 
deterministic actions remove knowledge. We describe 
the removal of knowledge as no longer knowing the 
truth value of a fluent. A non-deterministic effect 
proposition is of the form 

a may ct f if p (7) 

where CB is non-sensing action. The formula cp is de- 
fined as in (1). Intuitively, the proposition says that 
the truth value of f may change if (E is executed in a 
situation where cp is true. When ‘p is a tautology, (7) 
becomes 

a gtlpay ct f (8) 

“u denotes the least ugper bound. 

We now re-define Q-interpretations to be functions that 
map an action and a state to a set of states. A O- 
interpretation @o is a U-model of a domain description 
D iff for every state 0, @e(ce, a) contains every state u’ 
such that 

For a fluent f of any effect proposition of the form 
“CL causes f if $’ in D, f E u’ if ‘p holds in (T, 

For a fluent literal lf of any effect proposition of 
the form “a (causes lf if qY in D, f @- (T’ if cp holds 
in 0, 
For a fluent f such that there are no effect proposi- 
tions of the above types, f E u’ if and only if f E u, 
unless there is a non-deterministic effect proposition 
of the form a may ct f if cp for which ‘p holds 
in u. 

Interpretations and models of domain descriptions are 
still defined as in Section 3. 

8 Our agent is ordered this time to put ice 
The ice cannot fit in the cups. The agent 

decides to drop the ice to produce smaller pieces of ice 
that will fit. 

tl : initially inHandIce 
t2 : iniiti~~Uy solidIce 
t3 : initially dropNo 
t4 : pickup causes inHand.Ice if --GnHandIce 

+nHandIce if inHandIce 

D3 
et solidlce if dropNo 
et solidIce if dropAFew 

t8 : drop CBUSQ?S dropAFew 3’ dropNo 
t9 : drop @EBUS~S dropEnough if dropAFew 
t10 : drop causes -solidIce if dropEnough 
t 11 : checkIce cilluses to Brnow solidIce 
t 12 : putIceIn causes iceInCups X TsolidIce 

Rules tl - t3 establish what is initially known in the 
world. Rules t4 and t5 describes the effect that Drop 
and pickUp have on inHandIce. Rules t6 and t7 de- 
scribe the non-deterministic effect of the action drop 
on the ice. Rules t8 - t10 are object effect propositions 
which ensure that the ice will break after drop occurs 
at most three times. This condition ensures termina- 
tion and it will be explained later in this section. Rule 
tll is the sensing action which allow the agent to know 
whether the ice is broken or not after the execution of 
the non-deterministic action drop. Rule t12 is the goal 
of the task the agent is to perform. 

It can be proved that D3 entails the following query, 
ice InCups &er 
[while -solidIce c8s [drop, pickup, checkIce], 
putIceIn] El 

The above query illustrates the use of a routine. No- 
tice, however, that the plan in the query could have 
been written using three nested conditionals. Ideally, 
we would like to use a routine which could solve any 
type of repetitive task, but then we are faced with the 
problem of termination verification. Each task has its 
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own condition for termination. For example, breaking 
the ice differs from filling the volume of a cup with 
ice. Do we really know if the ice will break? Or how 
do we know that the cup is filling up? With time the 
ice will either melt or break, and if we do not place 
infinitesimally small amounts of ice in the cup the cup 
eventually will fill up or we will run out of ice. To 
ensure termination (either with success or failure) we 
need to add to our domain descriptions general axioms 
or constraints of this sort. We do not have constraints 
in dk but we may be able to add them by using oth- 
er extensions of d such as the one in (Baral, Gelfond, 
8.3 Provetti 1995). However, analysis of termination of 
plans is outside the scope of this paper. 

Translation into Epistemic Logic 
Programs 

We will translate domain descriptions into epistemic 
logic programs (Gelfond 1994). In epistemic logic pro- 
grams the language of extended logic programs is ex- 
panded with two modal operators K and M. KF is 
read as “F is known to be true” and MF is read as “IF 
may be believed to be true.” 

In this section, we will assume that all formulas cp 
appearing in a domain or a query are always conjunc- 
tions of fluent literals. The translation, as in domains 
of d, can be partitioned into a set of domain depen- 
dent and set of domain independent rules. In addition 
we will also have a domain independent set of rules to 
evaluate queries. 

Our logic program will use variables of three sorts: 
situation variables denoted by S or S’ possibly indexed, 
fluent variables denoted by F or F’ possibly indexed, 
and action variables denoted by A or A’ possibly in- 
dexed, and the special situation constant so that rep- 
resents the initial situation. 

The Domain independent translation 
We start by first giving the rules for inertia. These 
rules encode that a fluent remains unchanged if no ac- 
tion that affects the fluent is executed. 

hoZds(F, res(A, S)) + hoZds(F, S), not ab(F, A, S). 
lhoZds(F, res(A, S)) c- 

-hoZds( F, S), not ab(F, A, S). 

Any fluent not found in a value proposition generates 
an or-classicalization6 rule of the form 

hoZds( f, SO) or -hoZds( f, SO) 

The above rule captures the incomplete description of 
the world. When no information is given about a flu- 
ent, one cannot say that the fluent’s value is true or 
false, but rather unknown. 

The ignorance rule is 

‘Recall that since the semantics of logic prog. is based 
on minimal models, the meaning of “orn differs form the 
classical V of prop. logic. 

unk(F, S) + lKhoZds(F, S), lKlhoZds(F, S). 

Rules required to process queries will be given later. 

The Domain dependent translation 
Value propositions of the form “initially f” and “ini- 
tially 1$) are translated into 

holds( f, so), and lhoZds(f, SO). 

Object effect propositions of the form “a causes f if 
pl, . . . , pn” become 

hoZds(f, res(a, S)) + hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(pn, S). 
ab(f, a, S) + hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 

Any time a precondition pa in an effect proposition 
is of the form 1~ (i.e. a negative fluent literal) then 
hoZds(pi, S) in the translation represents lhoZds(q, S). 
We will assume the same representation in the trans- 
lation of the other propositions. 

“a causes if if pl, . . . , p,” becomes 

-hoZds( f, res(a, S)) t 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 

ab(T, a, S) + hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 

Knowledge laws of the form “a causes to know f if 
pl, . . . , p,” become 

hoZds( f, res(a, S)) +- lMlhoZds(f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S), unk(f, S). 

ab( f, a, S) +- TM-hoZds( f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(pn, S), unk(f, S). 

-hoZds( f, res(a, S)) +- TM hoZds(f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S), unk(f, S). 

ab@, a, S) + -M hoZds( f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S), unk(f, S). 

The first rule plus the abnormality rule capture that 
the value of the fluent f will be known to be true after 
a is executed. The subjective formula in the body of 
the rules state “There will be no state in the resulting 
situation in which f will be known to be false”. The 
other two rules capture that the value of the fluent f 
will be known to be false. The subjective formula in 
the body of these rules state “There will be no state 
in the resulting situation in which f will be known to 
be true”. The unknown literal(unlc) ensures that these 
rules will fire only when the value of the fluent is not 
already known. 

“a may adfect f if pl, . . . , p,” is translated into 

hoZds( f, res(a, S)) +- not -hoZds( f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 

lhoZds( f, res(a, S)) + not hoZds( f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 

ab(f, a, S) +- not lhoZds(f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(pn, S). 

ab(T, a, S) + not hoZds( f, res(a, S)), 
hoZds(pl, S), . . . , hoZds(p,, S). 
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The recursion through default negation provides the 
desired effect of two possible interpretations for the 
effect of a in f. 

uery translation 

Queries involving plans and fluents as in “f after [a]” 
are represented as holds(I;: res(o, so)). When the ob- 
ject fluent is negative as lf then the query becomes 
yholds(F, res(cy, so)). 

Plans which are more complex than actions are eval- 
uated with the following rules that are part of every 
translation: 

hoZds(F, res( [cq , q], S)) t 
holds(F, res(a2, res(q, S))). 

holds( F, res(if p then cy1 else ~22, S) c- 
hoZds(F, res(cx2, S)), lhoZds(cp, S). 

holds(F, res(if (o then ~1 else ~2, S) + 
holds(F, res(cx1, S)), hodds(cp, S). 

holds(F, res(while cp do a, S)t 
hoZds(F, S)), +oilds(cp, S). 

holds(F, res(while cp do a, S) t 
hoZds(F, res(while p do Q, res(a, S))), lholds(cp, S). 

Let IIL) be the epistemic logic program corresponding 
to the translation of a domain description D. Then we 
can show: 

Theorem 9 D b F &er bl 8 a1;) I= 
holds(F, res(a, so)). 

In (Levesque 1996) there is a programming language 
based on the situation calculus which also uses sens- 
ing actions. This work is based on previous work from 
(Scherl & Levesque 1993), in which knowledge is repre- 
sented using two levels. There is a representation of the 
actual situation (called s) in which the agent is in, and 
there are situations accessible from s (called s’) which 
the agent thinks it might be in. Something is’known 
to the agent as being true(false) if it is true(false) in 
all situations s’ which are accessible from the actual 
situation s and is unknown otherwise. We remark that 
their situations are analogous to what we call states. 
Our representation of knowledge is done with only one 
level: the world in the “mind” of the agent. Something 
is known in our representation if its value is the same 
throughout the states in a situation and unknown oth- 
erwise. The agent will act and make decisions based 
on what it knows in its “mind”. In (Levesque 1996; 
Scherl & Levesque 1993) the authors use precondition- 
s which are executability conditions for an action’s 
execution. Our preconditions differ in that they are 
conditions on the effects. Extending J& to include 
executability conditions is desirable for future work. 
The use of conditions on effects however allows us to 
represent a phenomenon of sensing in which the val- 
ue of previously unknown preconditions are learned a- 
long with the fluent we are trying to gain knowledge 

about. In (Levesque 1996) once knowledge is gained 
it is never lost. In this paper, we introduce the use 
of non-deterministic actions as a mechanism to remove 
knowledge. 

We use non-deterministic act ions to make a fluent 
true or false, but exactly which is indeterminate. As 
might be expected, there are cases where the possible 
outcome is not intuitive. These cases are prevented 
with integrity constraints as in (Kartha & Lifschitz 
1994). Our language could be easily extended to in- 
clude constraints as in (Baral, Gelfond, & Provetti 
1995). but our interest in non-determinism comes from 
its ef&ct on knowledge. 

Most translations for dialects of A are to extended 
logic programs. Our translation is to epistemic logic 
programs because of its ability to represent knowledge 
and incomplete information. To the best of our knowl- 
edge this is the first use of epistemic logic programs in 
a translation from action languages. 

Two possible directions of research are: First, the 
ability of an agent to query itself about what it knows 
(i.e introspection). This is useful when the cost of ex- 
ecuting a series of plans is expensive (maybe in terms 
of time). Allowing an agent to query whether it knows 
that it knows something may be a cheaper alternative 
and cost effective than executing an action to gather 
information about the world. This type of introspec- 
tion cannot be done directly in Levesque’s formalism. 
In our formalism we can add a modal operator to the 
query language to accomplish this. Second, we could 
investigate expanding the initial epistemic state. At 
present, a domain may start from a situation with only 
one initial epistemic state. For more states or to repre- 
sent multiple initial situations the language to describe 
domains must also be extended with modal operators. 
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